
Integrated Library for Advancing Network Data Science - (ILANDS)

1 Rationale and Need for Infrastructure

Understanding the Internet’s changing character is impossible without realistic and representative
datasets and measurement infrastructure that can support sustained longitudinal measurements
as well as new experiments, and with resulting data available to scientific researchers. But there
is a dearth of good data to support research, for several good reasons: complexity, scale, and cost
of measurement instrumentation; information-hiding properties of the routing system; privacy,
security and commercial sensitivities; costs of storing and processing the data; and lack of incen-
tives to gather data in the first place, including cost-effective ways to use it operationally [1]. This
opacity of the Internet infrastructure hinders research and development efforts to model network
behavior and topology, and design protocols and new architectures. More fundamentally, it also
hinders our ability to understand and reason about real-world properties of the Internet such as
robustness, resilience, security, and stability.

We propose to upgrade and integrate two of our measurement capabilities to enable a com-
munity of researchers across many institutions to collaborate on a high-level focused agenda: un-
derstanding the evolving character of the Internet, with the objective of assessing, modeling
and shaping its security and resilience. This infrastructure will also enable CAIDA and Route-
Views to continue their 20+ year record of providing high-quality measurement data to enrich the
scientific network research endeavors of a diverse community of investigators.

Our first measurement capability is traffic capture. For decades it has been virtually impossi-
ble for researchers to get access to passive (sniffed) traffic data from Internet backbone links due
to privacy concerns. Based on trust relationships that have been maintained for over two decades,
CAIDA has been able to measure strategic links in the backbone so long is it could provide fund-
ing for the monitor. We had to stop these data sets in January 2019 when the link upgrade to 100GB
rendered collection technology obsolete. The second measurement capability relates to the struc-
ture and dynamics of the network topology. The RouteViews project has been sharing Internet
routing data with the research community for more than twenty years – while the Internet routing
table has increased an order of magnitude in size. We propose to enhance infrastructure to sustain
the increased packet rates and routing table growth, expand storage and compute resources to
support long-term use of the data, and develop additional tools to facilitate their combined use.
While these two data sources have existed separately in the past, current privacy-protection ap-
proaches have prohibited joint analysis across them. A concomitant goal of the proposed effort
is to investigate approaches to protect privacy that will permit integration of the gathered data, a
new capability that is critical to some of the identified research goals.

Few research teams would be able to field this infrastructure much less support sharing this
data. A collaborative team at CAIDA and NSRC will develop user services and engagement
needed to grow a robust research community that is actively involved in determining directions
for the infrastructure, and optimizing NSF’s investment toward achievement of these goals. Our
outreach coordination process will have five objectives: (1) shape what data we collect and store,
its formats, access model, long-term archival, and overall management of the infrastructure; (2)
find new users of the infrastructure, especially from underrepresented groups, and assist them
with sound use of the data; and (3) bring this community together to facilitate collaboration on
a focused research area that would not otherwise be possible (Section 2); (4) publish methodolo-
gies of data analysis and resulting insights; (5) establish a concrete plan for sustainability of the
infrastructure to support the needs of the U.S. science and engineering research community.
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2 Focused Research Agenda: Understanding the Evolution of the Internet

Consistent with the goals of the CCRI, we propose a bold research direction, which this infras-
tructure will facilitate and catalyze: understanding the evolving character of the Internet, with
the objective of assessing, modeling and shaping its security and resilience. This challenge is
long-standing and daunting.

The Internet is composed of tens of thousands of independent networks and the overall behav-
ior of the Internet is determined by the independent decisions of the operators of those networks.
Moreover, in most of the world, the Internet infrastructure is the product of the private sector. Eco-
nomic considerations that drive the private sector shape the character of the Internet, key aspects
of its resilience, security, privacy, and its overall future trajectory. Society needs a more rigor-
ous understanding of the Internet ecosystem, a need made more urgent by the rising influence of
adversarial actors.

For systems critical to society, such as health care, transportation, agriculture, and commerce,
the government plays a role that complements the role of the private sector – it monitors the
state of those systems, and acts as necessary to ensure that they are meeting the needs of society.
The first step in this process is gathering data to understand how the system is actually working.
Today, operators, policy makers and citizens have no consensus view of the Internet to drive
decision-making, understand the implications of current or new policies, assess the resilience of
the Internet infrastructure in times of crisis, or know if the Internet is being operated in the best
interests of society. Governments could gather data directly, but the trans-national character of the
Internet raises challenges for government coordination. An accepted approach to data gathering
and analysis is to make sure that data is made available to neutral third-parties such as academic
researchers, who can independently pursue their efforts, draw their own conclusions, subject these
to comparison and peer review, and present their results as advice to governments.

The daunting challenge is that understanding of the structure and dynamics of Internet topol-
ogy, routing, workload, performance, and vulnerabilities require large-scale distributed network
measurement infrastructure. A CCRI project will not completely solve this challenge, but we can
make significant advances, and catalyze Internet research that would be difficult or impossible
without the proposed infrastructure. In particular, the Internet research community can bene-
fit greatly from greater knowledge and access to advanced methods of data science, which will
require data sets to experiment with them.

We propose to build instrumentation that can enable a focused group of researchers to provide
empirically grounded answers to critical questions, including questions that can lead to measur-
able improvements in security and resilience of the Internet infrastructure.

“Regionalization” of Internet traffic and connectivity. The design goal of the Internet was and
continues to be that any two machines anywhere on the Internet could freely communicate. A
packet might cross several ASes to reach its destination, but today most traffic traverses only one,
in large part due to the goal of efficient delivery of high-volume content from large providers, e.g.,
Netflix, Amazon, and YouTube, to access providers. Not only does the traffic need to cross only
one service provider, but extensive use of caching means that traffic enters the access network at a
point close to where it will exit to the consumer. Understanding of this trend is critical to the devel-
opment of new evidence-based approaches to improve the security of the Internet infrastructure.
Measuring the degree to which the Internet experience has become more localized is challenging,
because this property depends acutely on where that user is within the Internet. A user attached
to a large U.S. broadband access provider will probably have a more localized experience than a
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user from the developing world.

Routing security. At any moment, there are about 850k routing assertions being injected into the
Internet. Security researchers use routing data such as that collected by RouteViews to attempt to
identify the few of them that may be malicious. But the challenge is more than finding a few bad
needles in a haystack of 850k needles, it requires finding malicious changes in a constantly chang-
ing haystack, which also requires understanding baseline behavior for a given time and network.
To make the challenge harder, different measurement points across the Internet will pick up dif-
ferent variants of these assertions, because as the assertions propagate through the Internet, every
router will modify them, and pick a subset of them to store and propagate, according to local rules
that are not visible. External measurement can observe consequences of these local decisions, but
does not have access to the rules themselves. Furthermore, since normal practices evolve rapidly
on the Internet, any model of baseline dynamics quickly ages.

Toward new approaches to thinking about security: zones of trust. Past attempts to remedi-
ate Internet routing protocol vulnerabilities have considered technical remedies, such as proto-
col enhancements. A purely technical approach has proved unsuccessful. First, the global and
multistakeholder nature of protocol development makes consensus difficult or impossible. More
problematic, proposing or even standardizing a new technology does not mean that actors will
deploy it. This reality implies that the path to better security does not lie in proposals for global
changes to the Internet protocols, but in finding operational practices that regions of the Internet
can implement to improve the security profile of those regions. This approach allows groups that
choose to trust each other to define and circumscribe the systems they trust. It is more consistent
with trust models in the physical world, where we accept that there are malicious actors, and we
attempt to arrange circumstances to minimize our interaction with them, and to interact with po-
tentially untrustworthy actors only in constrained ways. Clark and Claffy have recently referred
to regions that embody a common sense of commitment to distance themselves from the global
pool of bad actors as zones of trust [2]. To be effective, this approach must include mechanisms to
keep typical activities of users inside such a zone. The success of such an approach depends in
part on how topological characteristics of the Internet are evolving, and will also require ongoing
measurements of networks in the zones.

Discovery of botnet location, scope, and prevalence. Botnets play a critical role in adversary
reconnaissance (scanning and phishing), influence operations (up voting), and financing (ransom
ware, market manipulation, denial of service, spamming, ad clicks) [3]. The advent of the Internet
of Things amplifies the scope and potential damage due to botnets. The application of advanced
analytics to the the complex intellectual challenge of finding the traffic signature of a botnet in
traces of billions of packets has shown promising early results using CAIDA’s previous traffic
data [4]. This data has allowed researchers to demonstrate that “significant progress can be made
using AI approaches that operate on anonymous data, leading to a potential billion-fold reduction
in the amount of deanonymization required [4].”

Network tomography to optimize traffic monitor deployment. Traffic data can be used for a
variety of purposes, as we list above. A challenge for the deployment of traffic monitors proposed
here is where best to put them to capture the most useful data, which may vary by objective.
Deployment will be shaped by many practical factors, including the technical complexity and
business considerations associated with a particular location. While we develop the collection
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platform, we will use routing (RouteViews) and topology (CAIDA traceroute) data to identify a
set of locations that are diverse in terms of the sorts of traffic that we expect to see passing that
point. With a good understanding of network topology, we believe that we can identify points
that will be “typical”, in that the traffic captured there will resemble traffic that might pass by
many points in the Internet.

Macroscope measures of cyberspace Beyond the specific questions about security and resilience,
this infrastructure can help inform more general insights about the character of the Internet, which
are increasingly relevant as society becomes ever more dependent on this infrastructure: how big
is the Internet, by various measures? how is it growing? how are global and regional traffic pat-
terns changing? how is the mix of applications changing? what can we learn about the character
of the Internet in different parts of the world?

Validation Researchers and network engineers develop abstract models of the Internet at vari-
ous levels of detail, which are then used to support large-scale simulations, development of new
protocols and architectural concepts, and economic analyses. Data from this infrastructure can
help confirm the validity of those models, and improve the foundations from which that subse-
quent research grows.

2.1 Community involvement in research agenda

The letters of collaboration demonstrate substantial involvement of CISE researchers to advance
our focused research agenda. In addition, a diverse community of investigators will find the pro-
posed infrastructure valuable to their individual research endeavors. Table 1 lists a sample of
research interests articulated in the attached letters of collaboration, and which proposed infras-
tructure enhancements are required to support them.

3 Infrastructure Description

Our infrastructure enhancement has three components: capture, management, and sharing of
Internet traffic header data; capture, management, and sharing of interdomain BGP routing data;
and tools and user services to lower the barrier to use of this data.

3.1 Existing infrastructure

Infrastructure to Gather and Share Traffic Data. Since April 2008, CAIDA’s passive traces dataset
contains traces collected from high-speed monitors on a commercial backbone link, and anonymized
for sharing with the research community [5]. Six times in the last 20 years years this backbone in-
frastructure has upgraded beyond the scope of the budget CAIDA has for monitoring (OC3, OC12,
OC48, and OC192, 40GB, and now 100GB ). As of January 2019 CAIDA has not been able to cap-
ture data on Internet backbone links due to lack of resources; the link was upgraded to 100GB and
we did not have funds to upgrade the monitor. CAIDA’s (and, to our knowledge, the Internet’s)
last remaining single last point of public insight into the commercial Internet backbone was lost
in January 2019.

The traces are anonymized with CryptoPan prefix-preserving anonymization [6]. The anonymiza-
tion key changes annually and is the same for all traces recorded during the same calendar year.
During capture, packets are truncated at a snap length selected to avoid excessive packet loss
due to disk I/O overload. The snap length has historically varied from 64 to 96 bytes. Payload
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Table 1: Focused research agenda topics described in letters of collaboration (LOCs). Undergraduate-only institutional
collaborators include Sommers (Colgate) and Arnold (West Point).

Enabled Research Collaborators
Understanding Internet Security Vulnerabilities
· IoT device security Caesar
· Botnets Kepner
· Routing Security Testart, Wahlisch, Schmidt, Freedman, Camp
· Transport Security Camp
· Role of DNS Allman
· DDoS attacks Wahlisch, Schmidt, Sollins
· Anomaly detection Springer, Ramakrishnan, Bishop
· Traffic characterization and classification Berger, Hussain, Bishop
· Blacklist validation Levchenko
Understanding Internet Stability and Resilience Properties
· Evolution of congestion control protocols Steenkist, Sheery
· Evolution of traffic characteristics Tseng
Internet Topology Structure & Dynamics
· Evolution of Internet topology Hussain, Carisimo, Arnold, Katz-Bassett
· Regionalization of traffic Clark, Latour, Allman, Arnold
· New tools to support Internet Topology Inference Luckie
Infrastructure Architecture & Evolution
· Outreach Clark, Huter
· New approaches to sustainable measurement infrastructure Kentik, Levchenko, Zhang, Rexford
· MetaData Generation Aben, Sommers

is removed from all packets. We have used Endace network cards to record these traces, which
provide timestamps with nanosecond precision. However, the anonymized traces are stored in
pcap format with timestamps truncated to microseconds. Starting with the 2010 traces the origi-
nal nanosecond timestamps are provided as separate ascii files alongside the pcap files. The traces
can be read with any software that reads the pcap format, including the CoralReef Software Suite,
tcpdump, Wireshark, and many others. These data are useful for research on the characteristics
of Internet traffic, including application breakdown, security events, geographic and topologi-
cal distribution, flow volume and duration. It also supports development of new traffic analysis
technologies.

Infrastructure to Gather and Share Routing Data. The Internet’s global routing mechanism (the
Border Gateway Protocol or BGP) uses routing assertions, created by the seventy thousand regions
(autonomous systems) of the Internet to describe the Internet (IPv4 and IPv6) addresses in each re-
gion. The size of the IPv4 routing table has more than tripled in the past decade from 250,000
entries in 2009 to 840,000 entries today. The global IPv6 routing table entries increased from 1,100
entries in 2009 to nearly 100,000 IPv6 routing entries today. RouteViews started its first BGP rout-
ing data collection in 1995 and has continuously archived collected data since 1997, which contains
the oldest data sets in existence.

Although originally intended for operational rather than research use, the RouteViews data
has become indispensable for an astonishing range of Internet research. However, it has always
survived on soft-money project funding and occasional donations of equipment from industry
over last two years. This longest-standing BGP data collection infrastructure is at an inflection
point, having had its operating personnel retire two years ago, and has been limping along for
years without upgrades or expansions despite the Internet’s relentless topological growth.
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Figure 1: Routeview collector locations include London, Sydney, Singapore, So Paulo, Santiago, Nairobi, South
Africa, plus Northern Virginia and Palo Alto, California in the U.S. Between them, they collect more than 600 active
routing feeds. The infrastructure has true global coverage.

3.2 Plan for enhancement/sustainment of the infrastructure

3.2.1 Enhancements to Gather and Share Traffic Data

CAIDA proposes to build at least two 100GB passive monitoring platforms to capture data to
support the focused research agenda (Section 2). We already have agreements in place to allow
access to strategic infrastructural locations in backbone providers, tools for anonymizing the data,
and are now only blocked on funding for the monitors themselves, storage, and personnel to build
and maintain them and manage the data.

Hardware. We plan to use two servers: the Capture machine, and the Compute machine. The
capture machine hosts two 100G cards. The first is the actual capture card (Napatech NT200A02)
and a transfer card (Mellanox ConnectX-5). The Compute server has one 100G transfer card (an-
other Mellanox ConnectX-5 ) and 8 1.6TB SSDs used to store actual captures. Traffic will be time-
stamped with nanosecond precision. The capture machine will take data gathered from the cap-
ture card, strip payload, and send it to the compute server by way of the Mellanox card. The
compute server runs 8 or more receiver processes that take incoming packets from the capture
server and stores them on one of the 8 SSDs, as well as taking various Metadata about these traces
and uploading them to our time series databases.

Data access. We will build a system that indexes flow-level data for interactive querying. We
will leverage the virtualized cloud research compute environment we built for the UCSD Network
Telescope [7] to support researchers who cannot download traces for local use.

Data privacy In the existing infrastructure, CAIDA has addressed privacy concerns by using
the CryptoPan scheme to anonymize IP addresses. This scheme has been accepted as providing
sufficient privacy protection; however it does not permit certain sorts of queries, such as explo-
ration of the regionalization of traffic patterns over time. One option for the new packet capture
infrastructure is to use different schemes for privacy protection at different times, thus producing
disjoint data sets useful for different experiments. Our research collaborators will play an early
role in the design of the collectors; together we will analyze different schemes for privacy protec-
tion that are acceptable to the providers of the raw packet feeds and as well useful for different
sorts of experiments.

Partnerships and sustainability. CAIDA will collaborate with Kentik [8] to use their com-
mercial traffic monitoring platform to augment our own infrastructure, and possibly as a way
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to reduce the amount of infrastructure that CAIDA needs to operate on an ongoing basis. Ken-
tik provides a cloud-based platform that captures and indexes full-resolution network data and
provides an interactive, web-based query and visualization interface. Kentik has provided free
access to their platform for UCSD’s Network Telescope data [7], and we used it to identify several
networks responsible for a DDoS attack and block them at the UCSD campus border. Kentik is in-
terested in facilitating use of their aggregated traffic data stream of about 10million flows/sec from
300 ASNs to answer questions about the current aggregate characteristics of Internet traffic. This
heavily aggregated data will not be sufficient for many of the questions in the research agenda, but
it potentially provides an opportunity for validation of whether our data sets are representative
of the larger Internet.

3.2.2 Enhancements to Gather and Share BGP Routing Data

Hardware. We propose to add new collectors in locations of interest to the research community.
The milestone set for each year will be to deploy between three and five new collector locations
in new and different countries/regions of the world. Additional funding is budgeted to replace
some older collectors with new hardware, which is necessary to fully utilize new software features.
When possible, RouteViews utilizes virtual machines (VMs) at host locations to conserve funding.

Enhanced Infrastructure Capabilities. We have separately proposed to leverage existing BGP
collector infrastructure to support active network measurements, using CAIDA’s Ark measure-
ment software. This capability allows for correlation of data plane and control plane views from
the same vantage point, which has been a long-standing visibility gap in the Internet research
community. If that separate project is funded, this software will be fully integrated across the
global RouteViews software stack by the end of Year 1 of this project. But this software will re-
quire a user interface to enable community access to the capability. We propose as part of this
project to create this user interface based on a previous software effort to create a unified interface
to looking glass servers [9]. Researchers will then be able to monitor, analyze, and remotely trigger
active measurements from a common set of tools and applications, resulting in new opportunities
for data science and machine learning techniques.

Enhanced Availability. CAIDA operates a service broker which assists BGPStream applica-
tions in identifying and acquiring real-time and historical BGP data. The service broker presents
a single point of failure in the operation of BGPStream libraries and analysis applications. To ad-
dress this important infrastructure component, RouteViews will deploy and operate an additional
service broker to eliminate the current single point of failure. In collaboration with CAIDA, we
propose to modernize the service broker architecture and code base, to make it modular and exten-
sible. This will allow the research community to extend the service broker to meet future research
needs, such as inclusion of additional BGP data feeds, and increase reliability of BGP monitoring
infrastructure. We will also enhance CAIDAs libbgpstream library, which works in conjunction
with the BGPStream service broker to facilitate analysis of historical and real-time BGP data, and
to integrate complementary data sources such as RPKI [10].

Access to Enhanced Data Products. The RouteViews research platform is currently being aug-
mented to utilize the IETF-standardized BGP Monitoring Protocol (BMP) software and provide an
API for access to the collected data. With enhancements to route collector software and expansion
of the database architecture, implementing BMP results in a new interface to stream telemetry
from the global routing system and an API for consuming a steadily growing dataset of routing
information. These new capabilities will be operational in Year 1 and provide significant bene-
fit to both the operational and research communities trying to better understand global routing
dynamics.
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Partnerships. We are in discussion with Regional Internet Registry personnel at the RIPE NCC 
in Europe who manage RIPEs Routing Information System (RIS) collectors to better integrate col-
lector data and access for the U.S. research community. Resilience and redundancy of data sources 
shared between RouteViews and RIPE RIS enhances verification and analytical capabilities of BGP 
routing data.

Sustainability. NSRC will lead efforts to develop a more sustainable model for the BGP moni-
toring and routing security cyberinfrastructure, including partnerships with industry groups that 
use RouteViews infrastructure and data, such as Google, Amazon, Microsoft and others to provide 
high leverage of NSF funds.

3.3 Tools, resources, and data sets

We will enhance existing and develop new supporting resources to integrate into the infrastruc-
ture, to facilitate optimal use of the infrastructure and enhance its value to the community. Our 
plan is to run a series of capture experiments, each gathering and aggregating data in different 
ways that protect privacy while allowing a range of experiments. For our raw packet capture ex-
periment, we will aim to gather one-hour traces once per quarter. For this capture mode we will 
continue to use current tools for anonymizing the traffic data (Section 3 .1). However, a  key lim-
itation of this anonymity scheme is that it does not allow us to correlate traffic and routing data, 
because of the way IP addresses are anonymized. We will work with the research collaborators 
to devise additional ways to aggregate and anonymize packet traces so that with certain traces 
investigators can perform integrated analysis of traffic and routing data.

Tool enhancements to support enclave use. CAIDA will adapt Corsaro FlowTuple software to 
support two-way traffic, and adapt it to support publication of two-way flows to a Kafka cluster. 
This plugin will allow users to process a traffic sample as a stream and consume the derived flow 
data as soon as it is available, and run the traffic data through their own analysis scripts.  
(Section 3.2.2).

3.4 User services

The most important user service that CAIDA has provided for twenty years are our data curation 
and sharing processes. CAIDA invests significant effort to ensure that petabytes of data that we 
gather or derive each year are available to other researchers. We list all our datasets in our ”Data 
Overview” table [11] and in the CAIDA catalog [12]. For each dataset we maintain metadata and 
all other relevant information including webpages, user guides, processing scripts, and previous 
publications. CAIDA datasets fall into two categories: public and by-request. Public datasets are 
available to users who agree to CAIDA’s Acceptable Use Policy for public data. The by-request 
datasets are available for use by academic researchers, U.S. government agencies, and corporate 
entities who participate in CAIDA’s membership program. Users fill out the request form and 
provide a brief description of their intended use of the data, and agree to an Acceptable Use 
Policy. We carefully review all requests to make sure that researchers understand the data they 
are requesting, and the use is in accordance with CAIDA and UCSD policies. We are now sharing 
some of these data sets via a Globus-authenticated [13] Swift storage cluster at UCSD.

Supporting analysis of data with SDSC and UO local cloud resources. At 100GB rates at typical 
link utilization, a one-hour trace of packet headers requires between 1-2 Terabytes of disk space. 
Many users will not be able to download such large data sets. We will use the tools described in 
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Section 3.3 to curate our traffic data, and support a Kafka cluster and virtual machines local to
SDSC and UO to access the data.

Index data sets in CAIDA’s data catalog. A major problem for researchers is the ability to find
and understand available datasets. CAIDA’s data resource catalog [12] addresses both of these
problems by providing a unified, annotated, and searchable catalog of datasets, and a graph con-
taining the relationship between these objects and dataset specific recipes for understanding, com-
bining, and using CAIDA data. We will expand the catalog with the addition of publications that
use products of the proposed infrastructure, and other datasets used in those publications. We
will augment the current manually curated metadata with the option for programmatic updates
via a web API. This will allow third parties to update metadata automatically.

We will also explore the possibility of using machine learning to process the thousands of
publications that exist in our field. We will examine the degree to which we can apply existing
research [14] to Internet-related publications and datasets. This enhancement would allow us to
expand the catalog’s scope beyond what we can support manually.

3.5 Community engagement

We have structured this project to provide the research community a continuing voice in the future
directions, organization, and management of this infrastructure. We are committed to publicly
releasing our analysis, visualization, and query tools. As required by the solicitation, we will
participate in the CCRI Virtual Organization and community PI meetings.

1. Ongoing user support. A Data Adminstrator will handle all data inquiries and requests,
and also review all proposed uses of data to make sure the use matches the data requested.
Our Data Administrator generally responds to data requests within 48 hours, and regularly
responds to questions sent to data-info@caida.org. CAIDA maintains mailing lists for re-
searchers who have requested our data as well as a public list for general announcements
regarding CAIDA data. We will use Mattermost (an open-source Slack equivalent) to sup-
port real-time communication with users.

2. Biannnual newsletters and meetings. Twice a year we will host virtual community meetings
to support users or potential users of the ILANDS infrastructure and data. The Data Admin-
istrator will publish newsletters to the community in advance of these meetings, and send
them to the community mailing list. These newsletters will include quantitative metrics
of progress against community goals: data sets, data users, publications, cross-community
efforts, and relevant use cases.

3. Annual workshops and survey. We will organize, lead, and write reports for annual com-
munity workshops to discuss measurement and querying capabilities, data formats, aggre-
gation methods and other data curation functionality.
Per our usage agreements for each protected dataset, we conduct periodic (at least annual)
surveys of our data users to request a summary of research results. We also solicit feed-
back on the usability of specific datasets, difficulties users had with the data, and what new
datasets researchers would like.

3.6 Community Outreach

Our outreach coordination process is designed to not only find new users of our data, but bring
this community together to share results from using the data to support the focused research
agenda, as well as methods of using it.
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The Outreach Coordinator will lead efforts to build bridges and synergy with other communi-
ties other disciplines, via presentation of ILANDS resources at other workshops and conferences.
An understanding of topology, routing and traffic is relevant to disciplines ranging from eco-
nomics to political science, but researchers in those fields are not normally equipped with the
skills to do their own analysis of the data we capture here. In most cases, scholars in other fields
are best served either by careful translation of research results into a form that is useful to them,
or by forging a collaboration among researchers from multiple disciplines. This sort of match-
making is becoming more central to making progress in areas that touch society as the Internet
does, and will be a priority for our outreach program.

We will also need to establish a tighter relationship with the data privacy technology research
community e.g., multi-party computation, differential privacy. While many papers discuss these
mechanisms, they have limited use by the practicing Internet measurement community. A goal of
the outreach program is to understand why, and perhaps create more effective ways to integrate
these tools into the practice of network measurement.

Finally, we will engage industry, intially encouraging them to establish BGP collectors and
brokers, and to connect researchers with industry sources of traffic data, using ILANDS data pro-
tection tools and methods.
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data. Our last trace was collected in January 2019.
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